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We find lower and upper bounds on the complexity, comp(deg), of computing the 
topological degree of functions defined on the n-dimensional unit cube C”, f: C” -+ 
R”, n 2 2, which satisfy a Lipschitz condition with constant K and whose infinity 
norm at each point on the boundary of C” is at least d, d > 0, and such that K/8d 2 
1. A lower bound, cornplow = 2n(K/8d)“-‘(c + n) is obtained for comp(deg), as- 
suming that each function evaluation costs c and elementary arithmetic operations 
and comparisons cost unity. We prove that the topological degree can be computed 
using A = ([K/2d + 1 J + 1)” - (lK/Zd + 1J - 1)” function evaluations. It can be 
done by an algorithm ‘p* due to Kearfott, with cost given by comp(q*) = 
A (c + (n2/2)(n - l)!). Thus for small n, say n 5 5, and small K/2d, say K/2d 5 
9, the degree can be computed in time at most lO’(c + 300). For large n and/or large 
K/2d the problem is intractable. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of computing the topological degree of a function has been 
studied in many recent papers (see Kearfott, 1977, 1979; Stenger, 1975; 
Stynes, 1979a, b, 198 1). From the topological degree one may ascertain 
whether there exists a zero of a function inside a domain. Namely, 
Kronecker’s theorem (see Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970) states that if the 
degree is not zero, then there exists at least one zero of a function inside the 
domain. By computing a sequence of domains with nonzero degrees and 
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decreasing diameters one can obtain a region with arbitrarily small diameter 
which contains at least one zero of the function (see Kearfott 1977, 1979; 
Stynes, 198 1). Algorithms proposed in these papers were tested by their 
authors on relatively easy examples. They concluded that the degree of an 
arbitrary continuous function could be computed. It was observed, however 
(see Kearfott, 1977, 1979; Stynes, 1981), that the algorithms may require an 
unbounded number of function evaluations. 
In this paper we restrict the class of functions, which enables us to compute 
the degree for every element in the restricted class using an a priori bounded 
number of function evaluations. We consider the class F of Lipschitz func- 
tions with constant K, defined on the unit cube C” C R”, f: C” + R”, such 
that IIf Ilrn 2 d > 0, for every x E X’, the boundary of C”, and K/8d 2 
1. Note that if K/2d < 1, then the functions in F do not have zeros and 
therefore the degree is zero for every f E F. The case 1 I K/2d < 4 is 
open. The information onf, N,,,(f), consists of m values off on Zn which 
may be computed adaptively. This form of information is assumed since the 
topological degree is defined by the values off on X’ (see Ortega and 
Rheinboldt, 1970). The topological degree is computed by means of an 
algorithm rp which is a mapping depending on the information, cp: 
N,,,(F) + I, where I denotes the set of all integers. 
In this paper we solve the following problems: 
(1.1) We exhibit information N$ which uniquely determines the de- 
gree off for every f E F. This information consists of 
function evaluations; see Section 3. 
(1.2) We exhibit an algorithm cp * due to Kearfott (1979) which uses 
N$ to compute the degree; see Section 4. 
(1.3) We find a lower bound m*, roughly equal to 2n([K/8d J)“-‘, on 
the number of function evaluations necessary to find the degree offfor every 
fin F using arbitrary information N,,,; see Section 5. 
We remark that information N$ is parallel (nonadaptive); i.e., the evalu- 
ation points are given a priori. Thus N,* can be efficiently computed in parallel 
yielding an almost optimal speedup; see Traub and Woiniakowski (1984) for 
further discussion. 
Assuming that each function evaluation costs c and elementary operations 
cost unity, (1.1) yields a lower bound cornpow on the complexity, comp(deg), 
of the problem 
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If K/8d is large and/or n is large then the lower bound is so huge that the 
problem is intractable. For example, take K/8d = lo3 and n = 10; then the 
comph = 2 x 1028(c + 10). 
The cost of algorithm ‘p* is roughly A(c + (n2/2)(n - l)!). Thus for 
small n, say IZ I 5 and small K/2d, say K/2d < 10, cp* computes the 
degree in time at most roughly 105(c + 300). 
We remark that in Boult and Sikorski (1985a) (see also Boult, 1986) we 
find the complexity comp*(deg) for the two-dimensional case, 
comp*(deg) = 4 z (c + a) - 1, 
L 1 
(1.4) 
where a E [2, 241. 
In Boult and Sikorski (198%) we exhibit an algorithm with cost as (1.4) 
with a = 24. This algorithm (n = 2) as well as the n-dimensional algorithm 
‘p* (for small n, 12 L 3) exhibited here is implemented in Boult and Sikorski 
(1985b); see also Boult (1986). 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let C” = [0, 11” be the unit cube in R”, n L 2, I the set of all integers, 
]I * ]I = 1) * ]lm the infinity norm in R”, and 8 = (0, . . . , 0) E R”. For a given 
positive d and K define 
F = {f: C”-+R”,f= (fi, . . . 7 fn), IIf - f(y) 11 5 Kb - Y I[,(, 1) 
Vx, y E C” and ](f(x) )I 2 d, Vx E Z”, and K/8d 2 1). . 
Our problem is to find the topological degree, deg(f, C”, 13) off relative to 
C” at fl (see Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970) for every f in F. To solve this 
problem we use information N, and an algorithm cp using N,,,. These are 
defined as in Traub and Woiniakowski (1980): Let f E F and 
Nn(f) = IYhL . . . J(~m)l, (2.2) 
where ~1 E IX’ is given a priori, xj = Zj((f(Xl), . . . ,f(+J), and Xj is a 
transformation Zj: R”‘(j-‘) + aCn, j = 2, . . . , m. If Zj are constant, i.e., all 
Xj are given a priori, then the information is called puruffel (nonadaptive); 
otherwise it is called sequential (adaptive). 
By minimal cardinality number mmin we mean the minimal m for which 
there exists information N,,, which uniquely determines the degree of any fin 
E i.e., 
k,(f) = N,(f’) 3 dedf’, C”, 0) = deg(f, C”, e>, Vf,f’ E E 
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Knowing N,,, we approximate deg(f, C”, 0) by an algorithm cp, which is an 
arbitrary mapping 
cp: N,(F) + I. (2.3) 
We exhibit an algorithm q*, using information NL (mentioned in the 
Introduction), which was developed by Kearfott (1979) and is based on his 
parity theorem. 
3. INFORMATION iVA* 
In this section we prove that the computation of function values on a 
uniform grid with diameter less than 2(d/K) uniquely determines the degree. 
Namely let M = lK/2d + l] and R = l/M. Subdivide each (n - 1) face 
of C” into M”-’ equal cubes of diameter R, by subdividing each edge into M 
equal intervals of length R. In this way we obtain a subdivision of IX? into 
2&f”-’ cubes Ci of diameter R: 
m”-I 
aC” = U Ci. (3.1) 
i=l 
Letx = {x,, . . . , xA} be the set of all vertices of cubes Ci. Observe that 
A = (M + 1)” - (M - 1)“. 
Then define the information operator 
NA* = [fh), . . . ,fbA)], Vf E F. 
We show 
LEMMA 3.1. The information N: uniquely determines the degree for 
every f in F; i.e., 
N:(f) = Nz (g) implies deg(f, C”, 0) = deg(g, C”, f3), Vf, g E F. 
Proof. To prove Lemma 3.1 we use the Poincare-Bohl theorem (see 
Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970). Namely let h (t, z) = tf(z) + (1 - t)g (z), 
Vt E [0, l] andVz E Xn. To conclude that deg(f, C”, 0) = deg(g, C”, e), 
Vf, g E F such that N: (f) = N$ (g), it is enough to show that the homotopy 
h(t, z) is nonzero for every t E [0, l] and every z E aC”. To show this take 
an arbitrary z E aC”. Then there exists an Xj such that l]Xj - zll I R/2 < 
d/K. Since xj E aC’ and f E F we get IIf (+) II = Ifi 1 2 d for some i, 
11 i 5 n.ThenwehaveIJ(z) -fi(+)] <IIf -f(.~j)I/ sKIIz - xjll < 
d. This implies that5 (z) # 0 and sign A (z) = sign x(Xj). Since f (xj) = g (xj) 
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and g E F, then gi(z) # 0 and sign gi(z) = sign x(z). Therefore for every 
t E [0, l] we have 
IlhCt, z, 1) z 1 t.h(z) + (l - fIgi ( 
= tlfi(z)I + C1 - t)/gi(z) I 
2 min(l.J(dI, Igi(Z > 0, 
which completes our proof. m 
4. ALGORITHM USING INFORMATIONN~ 
We exhibit here an algorithm cp *, due to Kearfott (1979), using the infor- 
mation N: to compute the degree. The algorithm cp* and information N;F are 
implemented in a Fortran subroutine in Boult and Sikorski (1985b), where a 
number of numerical tests are also reported. Fortran code can be found in the 
appendixes of Boult( 1986). 
First we show that the evaluation points xi, i = 1, . . . , A, yield an 
impartial rejinement of aC relative to the sign off, for every f in F. 
Impartial refinement (see Stynes, 1979a) is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 4.1. If n = 1 then a[O, l] = (0) U (1) is impartially refined 
relative to sign off iff f(0) .f( 1) < 0. 
If n > 1 then XT” is impartially refined relative to the sign offiff Z” may 
be written as a union of a finite number of (n - 1) regions /3,, . . . , & (by 
an (n - 1) region we mean a union of a finite number of (n - 1)-dimensional 
simplices) in such a way that 
the (n - l)-dimensional interiors of the regions pi 
are pairwise disjoint; (4.1) 
Vi E [l, . . . ,q], 3ri E [l, . . . , n] :f, 
is of constant sign on Bi; (4.2) 
ifp, npj~glfori#jthenri#rj; (4.3) 
if Si is an (n - 1) simplex in pi such that Si has an (n - 2) face 
in api then this face is also an (n - 2) face of some (n - 1) 
simplex Sj in @j, i # j. (4.4) 
Now consider the subdivision (3.1) of LX” into 2nM”-’ (n - l)-dimen- 
sional cubes Ci, and subdivide each Ci into (n - l)! (n - I)-dimensional 
simplices (hereafter we shall use the term (n - 1) simplices) as described in 
Jeppson (1972). This forms a simplicial subdivision of aC” (see Allgower et. 
al., 1971; Jeppson, 1972) into 2nM”-‘(n - l)! (n - 1) simplices, 
acn = i tjSj* tj = -Cl, L = 2nkT’(n - l)!, (4.5) 
j=l 
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where Sj are oriented (n - 1) simplices (see Kearfott, 1979; Stynes, 1979a, 
b, 1981). Note that the vertices of Sj are uniquely determined by this sub- 
division and the evaluation points Xi. The explicit formulas for the vertices of 
Sj’s are given by Allgower et. al., (1971) and Jeppson (1972), and Fortran 
code generating them can be found in Boult and Sikorski (1985b) and Boult 
(1986). 
We are now ready to prove: 
LEMMA 4.1. The subdivision (4.5) yields an impartial refinement of t3C” 
relative to the sign off, for every f in F. 
Proof. We construct the regions pi from Definition 4.1. For an arbitrary 
fin F and for each cube Ci in the subdivision (3.1) choose a componentfil of 
f which is of constant sign on Ci . Such a component exists since for some ji, 
Ifj,(zi) 1 1 d, h w ere zi is the center of Ci . Thusfj, is of constant sign on Ci since 
the radius of C; is less than d/K and f is in F; i.e., ]fji(z) - Ai ] 5 
IIf (z) - f (zi) 11 5 KII z - zi 11 < d for II z - zi II < d/K, which yields 
sgn(jji (z)) = sgn(fil (zi)). Then group the cubes Ci to form connected regions 
Pj,l9 . . . , pj,kj such thatfi is of constant sign on each pj,l, 1 = 1, . . . , kj, 
and pj,l, tl @j,l, = 9, 1, # 12. In this way we obtain a decomposition of aC” 
ac* = ,Q $ Pj,l, (4.6) 
which satisfies (4.1)-(4.3) of Definition 4.1. Since each cube in every pj,, is 
subdivided into (n - 1) simplices forming a simplicial subdividsion of aC 
then (4.4) of Definition 4.1 is also met. This completes the proof. H 
Remark 4.1. Since the impartial refinement of acn is also a sufficient 
refinement (see Kearfott (1979) and Stynes (1979a, b, 1981) for the definition 
of sufficient refinement, and Stynes (1979a, Theorem 3.3) for the above 
result) then we can use Kearfott’s Parity Theorem (see Kearfott, 1979) to 
compute the degree. 
Lets = [S,, . . . ) S,] be an (n - 1) simplex in R” with vertices Si, i = 1, 
. . . ) n. The range matrix R (S, f) associated with S and f E F is an n X n 
matrix 
R (S, f) = [ri,jIY,j=1~ ri,j = Sgn(fiG)), 
where 
sgn(x) = 1 ifx 20 
= 0 ifx < 0. 
The range matrix R (S, f) is called feasible if and only if 
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rij = 1) Vi 2 j, 
ri,i+l = 0, i = 1,. . . , Iz - 1. 
(4.7) 
Define the parity of the range matrix R(S, f) by 
P=@@,f)) = 1 if R (S, f) is feasible after an even permutation 
of rows 
= -1 if R(S, f) is feasible after an odd permutation 
of rows; 
= 0 otherwise. 
We remark that the parity can be computed with roughly n2/2 comparisons. 
Define the algorithm cp* using Nz by 
I*@?) = i PdR(tjsj,f)>l 
j=l 
(4.8) 
where L and tj Sj are as in (4.5). Then Remark 4.1 and the Parity Theorem (see 
Kearfott, 1979) imply that 
deg(f, C”, 0) = ~c*@Wf)), Vf E F 
Observe that the implementation of cp* requires computing the parities of 
L = 2nw-‘(n - l)! (n - 1) simplices. Thus the complexity of q* is at 
most 
comp(cp*) I AC + 2nM”-‘. ;(n - l)! I A(c + ;(n - I)!), 
where c is the cost of one function evaluation and arithmetic operations and 
comparisons cost unity. 
5. A LOWER BOUND 
In this section we find a lower bound on the number of function evaluations 
needed to compute the topological degree of functions from the class F. 
THEOREM 5.1. For any information N,,, , with m I 2n LK/8dJ‘-’ - 1, 
there exist two functions f *, f ** in F such that N,(f**) = Nn(f*), 
1 deg(f*, C”, 6) 1 = 1, and deg(f **, C”, 0) = 0. 
Note that Theorem 5.1 implies (1.3); i.e., to compute the degree for any 
f E F using arbitrary information N,,, we must use at least 
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m = 2n ([K/&f J)“-’ function evaluations. This lower bound is exponential in 
the dimension n; thus for large n and/or large K/Mthe problem is intractable. 
In order to prove Theorem 5.1 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let H” be an n-cube in C” with diameter 8d/K I 1 such 
that 
B” = H” fI X7’ is an (n - 1) face of H”, and corresponding 
(n - 1) faces of H” and C” are parallel. (5.1) 
Then there exists afunctionf” E F, f” = (fi, . . . , f:), such that 
there exists exactly one zero a” off”, ]I a” - b”]] = d/K, 
where b” is the center of B”, and dist(o”, B”) = d/K, (5.2) 
f;(z) = d for z E C” - H”, Vj; (5.3) 
Ilf”(z)II = d for z E IX”; (5.4) 
afi” 
azi an 
= *K&j, where Sij = 
0, i#j 
1, i=j, 
(5.5) 
which implies that (Y is a simple zero; 
-d <f;(z) 5 d, Vz E C”, Vj; 
Vz E C”: llz - b”]I 2 2;, 3j: fj” (z) = d. 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Let n = 2 and let HZ be a square 
satisfying (5.1). Without loss of generality assume that B2 C [0, 11, 
B2 = [bl, b2], so b2 = ((b, + b2)/2, 0). Let cl = b2 + (d/K, d/K) and 
cz = b2 - (d/K, d/K). Define the function f2: C2 + R2 by 
f’(z) = (f T(z), f S(z)), 
f f(z) = min(d, max(-d, -2d + KIIz - C, I])), 
f%z) = min(d, max(-d, -2d + KIJz - ~~11)); 
see Fig. 5.1. 
Observe that f2 satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant K and that 
(y2 = b2 + (-d/K, d/K) is the unique zero off ‘. Thus dist(cr’, B2) = d/K 
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FIGURE 5.1 
and 11 cy2 - b2(1 = d/K, w ic implies (5.2). The definition off* directly h’ h 
yields (5.3), (5.4), (5.6), and (5.7). For (5.5) observe that 
af: 
= K6i, 1 
aff 
azi ,2 
and 
dzi ,2 = K&,2, i= 1,2. 
Thus the lemma holds for IZ = 2. 
Induction Step. Now assume that Lemma 5.1 holds for n - 1. Let 
H” C C”, diam(Hn) = 8(d/K), be an n-cube such that (5.1) holds. Without 
loss of generality assume that all points in B” have the Ith (1 # n) component 
equal to 1. (If 1 = II then the same construction follows with the nth dimen- 
sion replaced by the first dimension.) 
Let H”-’ be the orthogonal projection of H” onto C”-‘. From the induction 
assumption there existsf”-’ for H”-’ such that (5.1)-(5.6) hold. Define (see 
Fig. 5.2) 
a” = (al, . . , ) a:), (5.8) 
wherea” = cK’,j = 
b;) is the center of B”. 
1,. . . ,n- l,a::=b::-d/Kandb”=(b;,.. . , 
Let 
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Labels for 
FIGURE 5.2 
Y Gl, . . . , in-,) (5.9) 
+ i, - d, . . . , b’t_, + ilml * d 
K 
K, 1, by+, + il+,- g, . . . 
K 
, b:: + 
where4 E {+l, -l},j = 1,. . . , n - 2; i.e., these are 2”-2 points in B”. 
Define the function g”, g”: C” + R, by 
g”(z) = min(4 jW, . . . , %2(z)), (5.10) 
- cube H" 
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where ji(z) = max(-d, -2d + KIIz - yi(I), and yi, i = 1, . . . , 2n-2, are 
all of the points y (il, . . . , in-*). Observe that g” satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition with constant K since it is obtained by taking the minimum of 
Lipschitz functions with constant K. Also note that the zero set of g”, 
Z, = {z E C” : g”(z) = 0) (see Fig. 5.2) is given by 
& = 
{ 
Z E C” : 3i: 2% = IIZ - yi(l 5 IlZ - YjJI, Vj = 1, . . . 9 2”-2 
I 
. 
Finally for z E C”, z = (z,, . . . , z,), let i = (zi, . . . , z,,-J be the 
orthogonal projection of z onto C”-‘. 
Define 
f”(z) = m(z), . . . 9 f::(z)), 
where 
fib> = g”(z), Vz EH” 
= d, vz E C” - H”, 
and 
f?(z) = min(d, max(fl-‘(i), -d + K/z,- (bi - 2d/K)I)), 
for z E H” : b:: - 4(d/K) I z, I b:: - 2(d/K); 
= f i”-‘(2)>, for z E H” : bz - 2(d/K) < z, < bi; 
= min(d, max(f:-l(Z), -d + Klz, - bil)), 
for z E H” : b: 5 z, 5 bi + 4dlK; 
= d for z E C” - H”, 
fori= 1,2,. . . ,n- 1. 
Now we show that f” is in F and satisfies (5.2)-(5.7). 
First we check tbatf” is continuous. Since for every z E C” - Int(H”), 
11~ - b”(l 2 4(d/K), then yj(z) 2 -2d + KIIz - YiII 2 -2d + 
K*3(d/K) = dVj = 1, . . . , 2”-*, and therefore g”(z) = d. This and con- 
tinuity of g” implies that f; is continuous. Thus we must only check the 
continuity off:, i = 1, . . . , n- 1,atallzEC”-H”andzEH”such 
that z, = b; or z, = b; - 2(d/K). First let z E C” - H”. If z, = b; - 4(d/K) 
thenfl(z) = min(d, max(fl-l(f), d)) = d. If z, = b: + 4(d/K) thenfl(z) 
= min(d, max(fl-‘(i), 3d)) = d. If b; - 4(d/K) < z, < bi + 4(d/K) then 
i E (C-l - Hn-‘) and from the induction assumption fl-’ (2) = d, which 
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implies f!(z) = d. For z E H” such that z, = bi we have fl (z) = min(d, 
max(fl-l(f), -d)) =fl-‘(-)a z , i.e. ,fl is continuous. For z E H” such that z,, 
= bi - 2(d/K) we havef;(z) = min(d, max(fl-r(f), -d)) = f?-‘(i); i.e., 
fl is continuous. 
Thus all off; are continuous, which implies continuity off”. The function 
f” satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant K since it is defined by taking 
minima and maxima of Lipschitz functions with constant K. Now we show 
that (Y” is the only zero off”. Obviouslyf” can have zeros only inside H”. Let 
z E H” be such that 
2d 
z, 5 b:: - -. 
K 
(5.11) 
Thenlz,-(b::+d/K)Ir3(d/K)soIlz-yillr3(d/K)Vyi,i=1,. . . , 
2”-‘. This yields that g”(z) = min(d, d, . . . , d) = d; thusf” has no zeros 
in this domain. 
Take 
z, ?b::+2d 
K’ 
(5.12) 
Then I z, - b: I + 2(d/K), which combined with the induction assumption 
fl-’ (5) 5 d yieldsfl(z) = min(d, max(fl-l(i), d)) = d. Thusf, has no zeros 
in this domain. 
Now take 
b; - 2% 5 z, I b;. (5.13) 
In this domain, by the induction assumption the only zeros off;, j = 1, . . . , 
n - 1, are (a?-‘, . . . , ~$11, z,). But g” is zero only for one of these points, 
namely with z, = bz - d/K. To see this recall that ) cr?-’ - by I 5 d/K, j = 
1 * * 9 n - 1,anda:: = b; - d/K; thus by the definition (5.9), II (Y” - yiI( 
I&d/K)fori= 1,. . . 2”-* so g”(d) = 0. For every z E H” such that 
b:: - d/K < z, < bi there exists a yi with iq = 1 for ai-’ 2 bi and iq = - 1 
for (Y;-’ < ba such that /Iyi - ~11 < 2(d/K); thus g”(z) < 0. For every 
z E H” such that bz - 2(d/K) < z, I bi - (d/K)and for every yi we have 
km;; II > 2(d/K); thus gi (z) > 0. Therefore (Y” is the only zero off: in this 
For 
(5.14) 
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weshalltakeanyzsuchthatg”(z) = OandshowthatZi E (1,. . . ,n - 1) 
such thatfl (z) f 0. Observe first that if ( zj - by 1 2 2(d/K) for somej = 1, 
n - 1, thenliz - b”-’ 11 2 2(d/K) and from the induction assumption 
(5.7)‘there exists an i such that fl-’ (2) = d, which implies f y(z) = d since 
1 z,, - b:: 1 I 2(d/K). Th US assume that I zj - by I < 2(d/K), Vj = 1, . . , 
n - 1, and take z. such that g”(z) = 0. This means that 
(i) Vj, 1 i j 5 2n-2, II2 - Yjll 2 2;~ 
and 
(ii) 3j': IlZ - Yj’II = 2;. 
Suppose that yy = y (i,, . . . , in-,), where 
z9 
-bi+i,.$ =2d 
K for q E QI 
and 
z9 -b,“+&*$ <2$ K’ 
for q E Q2, 
whereQlf9)andQlUQ2={1,. . .,j- l,j+ l,..., n- l}.Thus 
for every q E Q,, we have Izq - b:l = 3(d/K) or 1 zq - b; I = d/K. If 
3q E Qi such that Izq - bil = 3(d/K) then l/z - b”ll 2 3(d/K) and (5.7) 
implies thatf:(z) = dfor some i. Otherwise (i.e., if Izq - b; I = d/K for all 
q E Qd, z9 = b: k d/K. Then take y (i,, . . . , in-*) such that i9 are as above 
forq EQ2,andforq EQ1takei9= +lifz,=b;+d/Kandi,=-lif 
zq = b,- d/K. This implies that IIy(il, . . . , in-Z) - z II < 2(d/K), which 
contradicts (i) and completes the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the 
zero off”. 
Obviously 11 (Y” - b” (( = d/K since LX” = b; - d/K and I cry - by I I d/K 
fori = 1,. . . , n - 1. Also note dist(a”, B”) = dist(o”-l, B’-i) = d/K, 
thus (5.2) holds. 
Equations (5.3) and (5.7) follow immediately from the definition off” and 
the continuity. 
Now we show that (5.4) holds. Obviously (5.3) implies (5.4) for z E 8C’ 
- B”. Therefore let z E Bn and subdivide B ’ into five regions, BY, i = 1, 
. . . , 5 (see Fig. 5.2), where 
B, = u BY 
i=l 
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By = 
1 
z E B” : z,, 2 b:: + 2; , 
B; = 
{ 
z E B” : b; I z, < b:: + 2; and Ilz - b”ll 2 2; , 
&’ = 
1 
z E B” : b; I z, < b:: + 2; and llz - b”I( < 2; , 
& = 
1 
z E B” : b; - 2; 5 z, < b:: 
B; = E B” : z, < b:: - 
Then recall that (5.6) holds and 
(a) Vz E By, by an argument similar to that following (5.12) we have 
f;(z) = d, i = 1, . . . , it - 1; thus /f”(z) I( = d. 
(b) Vz E By the same argument as that following (5.14) yields 
f:(z) = d for some i E (1, . . . , it - 1). 
(c) Vz E B; we have I z, - (bi + d/K) 1 I d/K, I zi - by I < 2(d/K) 
and obviously zI = b r = 1. Let Qr = {i : zi 2 by} and Qz = {i : zi < bf}. 
Then for i E Q, we have ) zi - (by + d/K) I I d/K, and for i E Q2 we have 
I zi - (by - d/K) I I d/K. Thus for y (ir, . . . , in-z) such that i, = 1 for 
q E Qr and i, = -1 for a E Qz we get Ily(i,, . . . , in-z) - zll 5 d/K, 
which yields yi(z) = -d for some i E (1, . . . , 2”-*}, i.e., g”(z) = -d; thus 
k’(z) 11 = d. 
(d) Vz E B: the induction assumption (5.4) and the definition off” 
yield I/f”-‘(f) II = d; therefore /f”(z) )I = d. 
(e) Vz E B; (5.11) implies that g”(z) = d; therefore IIf” II = d. 
Thus Vz E X” we have IIf”( II = d, w rc completes the proof of (5.4). h’ h 
For (5.5) note that for z close to cx” by the induction assumption and 
definition off: we have ~~Y(z)/c~z, = 0, Vi = 1, . . . , n - 1. Thus we need 
to show only ag”/azi Ian = +K * 8,) i = 1, . . . , n. Let y(ir, . . . , in-z) be 
such that for ai L b: we have iq = + 1 and for CZ~ < bi we have i, = - 1. 
Then 1 (.y; - (b; + i, . (d/K) 1 I d/K since 11 (Y” - b”lj 5 d/K, and obvi- 
ously I c$ - bj” I % d/K. For z in a small neighborhood of (Y” we have 
tY4 = i=l,ytf12n_,Wd + K- 11~ - yill) 
= -2d+K. i=l,y$2n-2 II z - Yi II 
= -2d + Km )Iz - y(i,, . . . , k-2) 11 
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Thus g”(z) = -2d + Km 1 z, - (b,” + d/K) I, and therefore 
which shows (5.5). 
Now we show (5.7). Observe that (5.3) implies (5.7) for z E C” - H”. 
For z E H” such that z, I bi - 2(d/K) or z, 2 bi + 2(d/K), (5.7) fol- 
lows directly from the proofs following (5.11) and (5.12). For z E H” such 
thatbE - 2d/K <z, % b;andllz - b”I( 2 2(d/K)wehave)12 - bn-1112 
2(d/K) and then by the induction assumption there exists j such that 
fi”-’ (2) = d, sofi”(z) = d. F or z E H,, such that b; < z, I b,” + 2(d/K) 
and [(z - b”ll 2 2(d/K) as in (5.14) we have I( I - b”-’ II 2 2(d/K) and by 
the induction assumption there exists j such that fy-’ (2) = d, which com- 
bined with the definition off” yieldsfj” (z) = d, which completes the proof of 
(5.7). 
The functionf” is in F since it satisfies a Lipschitz condition with constant 
K and its norm is exactly d on the boundary of C” (see (5.4)). 
This finally completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. n 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1. 
First let P = [K/Sdj and we show that for everyfin F and every sequential 
(adaptive) information N,(f) = [f(zr), . . . , f(xm)], with m 5 2nP”-’ - 1, 
there exists a cube H” C C” with diam(H”) = 8(d/K) satisfying (5. l), and 
such that no point Xi belongs to B “. Indeed, subdivide the boundary of Cn into 
2nP”-’ (n - 1) cubes of diameter l/P by subdividing uniformly each 
(n - 1) face of C” into P-l (n - 1) cubes. Then since m 5 2nP”-’ - 1 
there must exist at least one (n - 1) cube in this subdivision, say a”, which 
does not contain any of the Xi points. Since diam 8” = 1 /P L 8(d/K), take 
as B” any (n - 1) cube of diameter 8(d/K), contained in B”, with faces 
parallel to the corresponding faces of B *. This Bn is obviously an (n - 1) face 
of a cube H” satisfying (5.1). 
Letf**(z) = [d, . . . , d], Vz E C”, and let H” be constructed as above 
for the functionf**. Letf* = f” from Lemma 5.1 for this cube H”. Observe 
that 
Nn(f**) = Nn(f*), (5.15) 
since for every Xi,f**(Xi) = f*(Xi) = [d, . . . , d]. Moreover there exists a 
unique zero (Y” off* . Let D be an open neighborhood of (Y” such that f* is 
continuously differentiable in D. Then since cr” is a simple zero of f *, 
deg(f*, D, 19) = + 1. Also sincef* has no zeros in C” - D then deg(f*, 
C” - D, 0) = 0. Thus by the additivity of degree we get 
deg(f*, C”, 0) = deg(f*, D, f3) + deg(f*, C” - D, 0) = kl. 
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Obviously deg(f **, C”, 19) = 0, which combined with (5.15) completes the 
proof. n 
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